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II Players were overconfident at nearly all skill levels, despite knowing their objective ratings. 

Summary 
Nearly two-thirds of tournament chess 
players were overconfident in their 
abilities despite knowing their objective 
ratings. This effect persisted across skill 
levels and the weakest players were the 
most overconfident. 
I.  Tournament chess ratings are widely 

distributed and known by players. 
II.  A large sample of tournament chess 

players believed their official rating to 
underrate their true skill (d = 0.52). 

III. The lowest rated players were the most 
overconfident in their skill. 

 

We recruited chess players via two worldwide mailing 
lists (United States Chess Federation and New In 
Chess magazine), the Chessable training app, and 
social media (Twitter, Facebook, Reddit). 
Participants who had played in a rated chess 
tournament were asked to report their current 
tournament (Elo) rating and the rating they believe 
reflects their current skill. 
We solicited this “believed” rating by randomly 
assigning participants to read one of three versions of 
how this question was worded (see far right). 

Using the US Chess Federation database, we looked 
up participants’ actual ratings on 2/1/2019. 
 

Chess ratings use the Elo system to make precise 
and accurate predictions for match outcomes between 
two players. A rating difference of 200 favors the 
higher rated player to win 3 out of 4 points in a match. 
 

Method 

Sample Demographics 

5,847	people	completed	the	incentivized	survey.	

4,793	people	had	played	in	a	USCF	or	FIDE	tournament.	

2,878	people	provided	identifying	information	to	allow	
us	to	look	up	their	USCF	tournament	rating.	

2,081	of	these	could	be	looked	up	using	automation	(we	
will	look	up	the	rest	manually).	

M Stated Rating = 1523.0 (SD = 456) 
M Actual Rating = 1521.3 (SD = 454) 

M Believed Rating = 1609.2 (SD = 416) 
 

M Overconfidence effect = 
 86.2† rating points (SD = 165)  

Cohen’s d = 0.52 95% CI [0.46, 0.59] 
 

†A player who is rated 86 points above 
an opponent is expected to win 62% of 

all possible points against him/her. 

What do you 
think your 

official USCF 
Regular rating 
should be to 
reflect your 
true current 

chess ability? 

What do you 
think your 

official USCF 
Regular rating 
would be if it 

accurately 
reflected your 
true current 
chess skill? 

Do you think 
your official 

USCF 
Regular rating 

accurately 
reflects your 

current chess 
skill? 

 
 Yes  

No (too low)  
No (too high) 

III The least skilled were the most overconfident—a “Dunning-Kruger effect” in objective skill. 
• The pattern was similar when using 
stated and actual chess ratings. 

 
• It did not diminish when controlling for 
how believed rating was measured. 

 
• Of 127 chess Masters (players rated 
2200 or greater): 34% thought they 
were rated too low, 43% thought they 
were rated too high, and 23% thought 
their current rating accurately reflected 
their skill. 

Preregistrations and Materials from this study are available at OSF  
https://osf.io/jqu3y/?view_only=d8ddeed6fc2d4c39afde37734bd7e4af 
 
This work was conducted in collaboration with the United States Chess  
Federation and with full ethical approval from the Geisinger Institutional Review Board 
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Stated Rating = Self-report rating 
Actual Rating = Actual rating (2/1/19) 

Believed Rating = Estimated playing skill 
Overconfidence = [Believed − Stated Rating]  

60% felt rated too low 
25% felt rated accurately 
15% felt rated too high 

Our Sample: 
M = 1521  
SD = 454 

I A large, broad sample of chess players knew their ratings. 
Mean Elo Rating  

= 1500 
 

National Master  
= 2200 

 

Grandmaster  
= ~2600 

 

Average Adult 
Beginner  

= 800 

M stated rating: 
1523 (SD = 456) 

 

M actual rating  
as of 2/1/19: 

1521 (SD = 454) 
 

M difference: 
1.67 (SD = 82) 

r(StatedRating, 
ActualRating) = .98 

d = 0.86 

d = −0.06  

d = 0.63 

Final Sample (N = 2,081) 

45	degree	line	shows	those	who		
believe	they	are	rated	accurately		
(stated	rating	=	believed	rating)	


